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Candidate genes affecting 
glucosinolate content in Brassica 
napus, by Associative 
Transcriptomics  
Y3856072 

 

Brassica napus, commonly oilseed rape, is a widely grown crop, primarily cultivated 
for its vegetable oil which is extracted leaving a by-product of animal feed. All 
Brassica plants contain a family of secondary metabolites called glucosinolates 
(Fahey, Zalcmann and Talalay, 2001). This study will identify genes with expression 
associated to glucosinolate content using the novel association mapping tool 
Associative Transcriptomics, with an aim of providing a basis for selective breeding 
or genetic modification for varied glucosinolate levels. Genes with known links were 
identified and their relationship with glucosinolates investigated. 23 genes were found 
to have expression levels significantly associated with glucosinolate content, 5 of 
which have known links to glucosinolates. Further analysis investigated the 
correlation between the genes with a known link and the glucosinolate content and 
identified promising candidates. Analysis also indicated possible clusters of linked 
genes in the genome.  

 

1. Introduction 

Glucosinolates and their products have been found to have deleterious effects when present 

in animal feed (Tripathi et al. 2001; Burel et al. 2000). In contrast, studies have shown a link 

between glucosinolates and a variety of positive attributes; with antibacterial (Johns et al. 

1982) and antifungal properties (Drobnica et al. 1967; Manici et al. 1997) alongside a link to 

cancer chemoprotection (Zhang et al. 1994; Fahey et al. 1997). Whilst a traditional aim was 

to select Brassica napus lines with reduced glucosinolate content, there is now increasing 

interest in utilising the positive effects of the glucosinolates found in Brassica as well. 
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2. Result and discussion 
2.1 Associated genes 

It was investigated whether any genes have expression levels significantly associated with 

glucosinolate content. Using R (R core team, 2016), an ANOVA tested the correlation for all 

genes. A false discovery rate (FDR) multiple test correction was applied, due to its low 

stringency allowing the identification of additional results, and any genes passing a 0.05 

significance were identified as associated. 23 genes were found to be significantly related to 

glucosinolate content (Figure 1). The correlation between gene expression levels and 

glucosinolate content, alongside positional information and FDR significance, is detailed in 

Table 1. These genes are candidate targets for altering glucosinolate content by changing 

expression levels in Brassica lines. This study is limited by only having glucosinolate content 

data for 53 of the 101 lines investigated, leading to a reduction in power to detect 

associations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 1. 23 genes had significant associations with glucosinolate levels. Manhattan plot shows association between gene 
expression levels and glucosinolate content. Red line indicates 0.05 significance (manipulated by -log10), with genes above 
passing significance threshold. Green genes identified as having a known link to glucosinolate.  
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Table 1. Genes found to be significant. Table shows position along the chromosome (bp) – all genes in the table occurred 
on chromosome 1. Gradient of correlation between the gene’s expression and the glucosinolate content detailed as well as 
the FDR probability of association. FDR refers to False Discovery Rate multiple test correction used.  

Gene Position (bp) Gradient FDR 

A_JCVI_40613 1066 2.778492205 0.000535201 

A_JCVI_16890 3661 4.207849761 0.004018018 

A_JCVI_4085 937 14.58352584 0.00361133 

A_JCVI_20894 953 2.778088977 0.003829089 

A_JCVI_13033 722 12.56155698 0.003989325 

A_JCVI_8144 930 -8.4091427 0.005463694 

A_JCVI_4506 881 21.12893767 0.005257904 

A_JCVI_11567 974 11.78110438 0.005749282 

A_JCVI_3734 663 1.482631113 0.008508002 

A_JCVI_5227 2327 2.603659217 0.0083884 

A_JCVI_13136 1128 -3.124967597 0.012761954 

A_JCVI_16204 955 1.349317179 0.017190818 

A_JCVI_5195 982 3.769912585 0.018386251 

A_JCVI_22968 7786 7.975659494 0.019457019 

A_JCVI_3565 914 2.269899308 0.024218223 

A_JCVI_31290 5429 1.128042671 0.032271976 

A_JCVI_3315 1374 -1.018182884 0.03551083 

A_JCVI_28362 1139 10.77978314 0.038245686 

A_JCVI_20488 913 -2.802458328 0.03937941 

A_JCVI_25715 901 34.84228252 0.038599236 

A_JCVI_26804 690 5.021110108 0.039425213 

A_JCVI_33047 370 1.587700181 0.044439368 

A_JCVI_11638 492 7.60652033 0.048981527 

 

2.2. Genes of interest 

Whilst this study identified genes with associations, genes with an already understood link to 

glucosinolates, hereafter genes of interest (GOI), are more likely to be targeted when 

altering glucosinolate content in Brassica lines. This study therefore further analysed only 

the GOI to better characterise their relationship with glucosinolates.  

To identify whether the interaction between these associated genes and glucosinolates are 

already known, BLAST sequence analysis was performed on all 23, often using the closely 
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related model organism Arabidopsis thaliana. 5 GOI were found; usually present in either the 

biosynthesis or biodegradation pathways.  

Figure 1 shows the GOI (in green) are surrounded in the genome by associated genes with 

no known link. This suggests these genes have yet uncharacterised interactions with 

glucosinolate pathways. Further investigations may therefore characterise gene expression 

for these unknown genes and the mechanism by which they interplay with glucosinolates, in 

doing so revealing more candidates for altering glucosinolate content.   

To investigate the relationship between the GOI and glucosinolate content, expression of 

each gene was plotted against percentage of glucosinolate in seed oil. This, alongside the 

existing literature for the genes, indicates the relationship each gene has with glucosinolates.  

Figure 2A shows A_JCVI_40613 is positively correlated with glucosinolate levels. 

A_JCVI_40613 was found to correspond to the Arabidopsis gene AT5G61420 or MYB28. 

This encodes a transcription factor which directly activates genes involved in glucosinolate 

biosynthesis (Baskar and Park, 2015). A_JCVI_40613 is therefore a candidate for reducing 

expression levels, leading to less of the transcription factor and therefore reducing 

glucosinolate levels. Similarly, increasing expression would likely result in an increased 

amount of glucosinolates in Brassica oil.  

Figure 2B shows A_JCVI_16890 correlates with a positive gradient to increased 

glucosinolate levels. BLAST analysis found A_JCVI_16890 corresponded to AT4G12030 or 

BAT5. This encodes plastidic bile acid transporter 5; a transporter in the glucosinolate 

biosynthetic pathway (Gigolashvili et al. 2009). This correlation shows A_JCVI_16890 is 

positively involved in the transport of glucosinolates and altering expression levels would 

result in a mirrored change in glucosinolate levels.  

In BLAST analysis, A_JCVI_5227 matched AT1G65860 or FMO GS-OX1 which encodes for 

the FMO GS-OX1 enzyme. This enzyme is involved in converting between two glucosinolate 

types (Hansen et al. 2007). The function of converting glucosinolates suggests altering 

A_JCVI_5227 expression would increase some glucosinolates and similarly reduce others. 

The positive correlation shown in figure 2C suggests that increasing or decreasing 

expression would result in a similar change in overall glucosinolate levels.   

Figure 2D found a positive correlation between expression of A_JCVI_31290 and the 

amount of glucosinolate. This is supported by the BLAST results, finding A_JCVI_31290 

corresponded to AT1G24100 or UGT74B1, which encodes a UDP-glucose:thiohydroxide    

S-glucosyltransferase. This protein is involved in glucosinolate biosynthesis (Grubb et al. 
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2004) and suggests reduction of this protein by lowering gene expression would result in 

fewer glucosinolates, or vice versa.  

BLAST found that A_JCVI_33047 corresponded to AOP2; a gene involved in the secondary 

modifications of certain glucosinolates (Neal et al. 2010). The positive correlation shown by 

Figure 2E indicates this modification results in functional glucosinolates. This suggests that 

altering the modification of glucosinolates by changing A_JCVI_33047 expression would 

result in similarly affected glucosinolate levels.  

This study is limited by its ability to prove the speculated change in glucosinolate level 

resulting from altering expression level. Further investigations are needed to confirm these 

hypotheses; however this study provides a strong basis. The study is also limited by a lack 

of specificity of glucosinolates investigated; only quantifying overall glucosinolate levels. This 

is significant as different glucosinolates may have varied characteristics. This would mean 

levels of specific glucosinolates may need to be targeted, depending on desired function of 

the Brassica line. Also, this limits the ability of this study to compare to existing findings 

which refer to specific glucosinolates, as with A_JCVI_5227.   

Correlation values between gene expression levels and glucosinolate content was 

investigated to reveal the best candidates for altering glucosinolate levels. The gradients of 

the relationship between GOI and glucosinolate levels are displayed in table 1. 

A_JCVI_16890 has the steepest gradient of correlation of 4.21, whilst the other GOI were in 

the range of 1 to 3. This suggests the bile acid transporter encoded by A_JCVI_16890 is 

heavily used in glucosinolate biosynthesis and may have low redundancy from other 

transporter proteins. Therefore changes in A_JCVI_16890 expression levels would result in 

the greatest changes in glucosinolate content, identifying it as a strong candidate for 

affecting glucosinolate levels. As before, additional studies would be needed to test and 

confirm these suggestions.  
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This study also hypothesised that some GOI have significantly higher expression than 

others. A Kruskal-Wallace test found there was no overall significant difference in expression 

level between the GOI (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 262.11, df = 245, p-value = 0.2161), 

however a post-hoc test identified certain genes had significantly different expression values 

at a 0.05 significance threshold. Figure 3 shows A_JCVI_31290 has significantly higher 

expression values than all other GOI, confirming the hypothesis. For gene knockouts, 

A_JCVI_31290 would likely show the greatest changes in glucosinolate levels, due to the 

greatest reduction in expression levels. Further studies are needed to compare glucosinolate 

levels for knockouts in the GOI to confirm this.  

Figure 2.All genes with known links to glucosinolates have a positive correlation with glucosinolate levels. A. Gradient 
between A_JCBI_40613 of 2.78 and probability of association of 0.00054 B.  Gene A_JCVI_16890 has a correlation with 
glucosinolates of 4.21 and a probability of correlation of 0.0040. C. A_JCVI_5527 has a gradient of association of 2.60 and a 
probability of being associated of 0.0083. D. A_JCVI_31290 has expression correlated with glucosinolates by a gradient of 
1.13 and a probability of association of 0.032. E. Gene A_JCVI_33047 has a correlation of 1.59 with glucosinolate levels and 
a probability of association of 0.044.  
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2.3. Gene clusters 

It was hypothesised that genes relating to glucosinolate content would be clustered on the 

genome. Figure 4 shows the position of associated genes on the chromosome, with an 

aggregation marked by the light grey box. This indicates a region in which genes have a high 

chance of being linked due to proximity. The dark grey area indicates a second high-density 

region of associated genes, with a higher likelihood of genes within being linked. Most genes 

within these regions have positive correlation, likely due to the greater number of positively 

associated genes. Targeting genes within these regions by selective breeding or other 

means may lead to the shared inheritance of other, linked genes. This could therefore result 

in unexpected changes in glucosinolate levels when selecting to alter expression levels; 

either by decreasing expression of a linked gene with the desired correlation or increasing 

expression of a liked gene with the alternate correlation. The GOI are less common within 

these regions than elsewhere, with only A_JCVI_40613 and A_JCVI_33047 within, therefore 

focusing on GOI outside of the marked regions may produce results which are in line with 

expected changes. This study lacks evidence to prove any genetic linkage and so cannot 

accept or reject the hypothesis. Further inheritance and linkage studies are needed to 

provide such evidence.  

Figure 3. A_JCVI_3190 has significantly higher expression values than other genes with a known link to glucosinolate 
levels. * indicates p < 0.05. RPKM refers to reads per kilobase per million aligned reads.  
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Figure 4. Possible clusters of glucosinolate-related genes in the genome. All data from chromosome 1 as no associated 
genes on chromosome 2. Gradient of correlation line refers to correlation line between gene expression and glucosinolate 
content. Every point is an associated gene. Light grey area marker indicates likely clusters within, dark grey indicates 
location of a possible cluster of associated genes in the genome.  

 

3. Conclusion 

Using Associative Transcriptomics 23 genes were identified as significantly associated with 

glucosinolate levels. Of these, 5 were subsequently identified as GOI; genes with a known 

link to glucosinolates. All GOI were found to have positive correlations between expression 

and glucosinolate levels. A_JCVI_16890 was identified as a promising target for altered 

expression levels due to its high gradient of correlation. A_JCVI_31290 was identified as a 

candidate for knockouts due to having significantly larger expression values than other GOI, 

thus greater reductions. This study found regions suspected to contain linked genes and 

discussed the implications of this, though had no evidence to support claims of linkage. 

Overall several candidates were found for affecting glucosinolate levels, the most promising 

of which were identified through further analysis.  
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#########################################################################

########## #                        Supplementary methods section                            # 

#########################################################################

########## 

 

#########################################################################

########## 

#                          Section 1: Initial setup                               # 

#########################################################################

########## 

 

# Initial setup of working directory. 

setwd("~/Uni/year 2/Big data") 

 

# Install the packages needed throughout the data analysis and load them in. 

# References for each package below. 

 

# Install and load the Car package. 

install.packages("car") 

library("car") 

# Reference:  

# John Fox and Sanford Weisberg (2011). An {R} Companion to Applied 

# Regression, Second Edition. Thousand Oaks CA: Sage. URL: 

# http://socserv.socsci.mcmaster.ca/jfox/Books/Companion 

 

# Install and load the qqman package 

install.packages("qqman") 
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library(qqman) 

# Reference:  

# Stephen Turner (2017). qqman: Q-Q and Manhattan Plots for GWAS Data. R 

# package version 0.1.4. https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=qqman 

 

# Install and load the ggplot2 package 

install.packages("ggplot2") 

library(ggplot2) 

# Reference:  

# H. Wickham. ggplot2: Elegant Graphics for Data Analysis. Springer-Verlag 

# New York, 2016. 

 

# Install and load the tidyr package 

install.packages("tidyr") 

library(tidyr) 

# Reference:  

# Hadley Wickham and Lionel Henry (2019). tidyr: Easily Tidy Data with 

# 'spread()' and 'gather()' Functions. R package version 0.8.3. 

# https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=tidyr 

 

#install and load the pgirmess package 

install.packages("pgirmess") 

library(pgirmess) 

# Reference:  

# Patrick Giraudoux (2018). pgirmess: Spatial Analysis and Data Mining for 

# Field Ecologists. R package version 1.6.9. 
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# https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=pgirmess 

 

#########################################################################

########## 

#                          Section 2: Data preporation                            # 

#########################################################################

########## 

 

# Read in the datafile containing expression data for different genes for different 

# Brassica napus lines and format it ready for processing and analysis.  

 

# Read in the Brasicus data file for gene expression. 

Bn <-read.delim("http://www-users.york.ac.uk/~ah1309/BigData/data/OSR101_RPKM.txt") 

# Make the genes the row names and delete the column containing genes as it is now  

# duplicated. 

rownames(Bn) <- Bn$Gene 

# Delete duplicated column, the column duplicated is the 1st column. 

Bn_2 <- Bn[,-1] 

 

# Check if all the data is in numeric format. 

is.numeric(Bn_2) 

# [1] FALSE 

# Not all the data is numeric so must convert the dataset into numerical form. 

Bn_numeric <- as.matrix(sapply(Bn_2,as.numeric)) 

# Check all data is now numeric and the above manipulation worked. 

is.numeric(Bn_numeric) 
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# [1] TRUE 

# The data is now all numeric. 

# New dataset has no rownames so add row names to numeric matrix from previous  

# dataset. 

row.names(Bn_numeric) <- row.names(Bn_2) 

 

# Visualise all the genes in a histogram to check and compare expression levels  

# of genes and compare them. 

# Open PDF writer to export as PDF. 

pdf("Histogram of Gene expression.pdf") 

# plot the histogram 

hist(Bn_numeric, main= "Histogram of Bn expression levels", col= "grey55",  

     xlab = "Expression levels") 

# stop writing PDF 

dev.off() 

# Many genes with low levels of expression so filter to remove low expression level 

# genes. Keep genes with mean expression values equal to or greater than 1. 

# Create a parameter with the rowmeans in which will be used to filter.  

rowmeans <- rowMeans(Bn_numeric) 

# Filter out any with a rowmean of less than 1. 

Bn_filtered <- subset(Bn_numeric,  rowmeans >= 1) 

# Check results 

dim(Bn_filtered) 

# [1] 5251 101 

dim(Bn) 

# [1] 8015 102 
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# 2764 genes rows filtered out, the loss of a column is because of the removal of  

# the gene row as it was made row name.  

 

# Plot the mean RPKM for the whole dataset of lines to compare expression for  

# each line. Expected to be similar. Differences may be interesting. 

# Create a dataframe of the column means and the genes. 

Bn_col_means <- data.frame(colMeans(Bn_filtered)) 

# Make the rownames (genes) a column in the table. 

Bn_col_means$Gene <- rownames(Bn_col_means) 

# Rename the column header of the first row. 

colnames(Bn_col_means)[1] <- "colMeans" 

# Use color ramp Pallette to create a scale colour for the graph. Begin by  

# setting the colors for the graph in the parameter Pal. 

pal<-colorRampPalette(c("grey80","grey40")) 

# Give each mean a color in the table. Start by finding data length to  

# split the scale by. 

dim(Bn_col_means) 

# [1] 101  3 

# 101 long - give every point a colour value (range split 101 ways).  

Bn_col_means$Col <- pal(101) 

# Open PDF writer. 

pdf("mean RPKM of whole dataset lines.pdf") 

# plot the barplot 

ggplot(Bn_col_means, aes(y=colMeans, x=Gene))+ 

  geom_bar(stat="identity", fill=Bn_col_means$Col, color= "grey31")+ 

  theme_classic()+ 
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  xlab("Line")+ 

  ylab("RPKM")+  

  theme(axis.text.x=element_blank(),axis.ticks.x=element_blank())+ 

  scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0,0)) 

# stop writing PDF 

dev.off() 

 

# To investigate whether expression corelates to glucosinolate data need to combine 

# the datasets ready for investigation. 

# Load in glucosinolate trait data. 

Bn_gluc <- read.delim("http://www-

users.york.ac.uk/~ah1309/BigData/data/Glucosinolates.txt", header=T) 

# Set line column as rowname. 

rownames(Bn_gluc) <- Bn_gluc$Line 

# Transpose gene expression dataset to match the orientation of the trait data. 

Bn_t <- t(Bn_filtered) 

# Merge the two datasets into one. 

Bn_merge <- merge(Bn_gluc, Bn_t, by="row.names") 

# Set gene name as row name 

rownames(Bn_merge) <- Bn_merge$Line 

# Remove duplicated gene name columns. 

Bn_merge <- Bn_merge[,-c(1:2)] 

 

#########################################################################

########## 

#                             Section 3: Analysis of data                         # 
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#########################################################################

########## 

 

# Test whether each genes expression values correlate to the trait data. To test  

# for all genes a for loop will be used to run the test over the whole dataset. 

# Begin by telling loop where to stop - the last value in the dataset. 

numcol <- ncol(Bn_merge) 

# Create a results table for for loop to feed into. 

Bn_results <- as.data.frame(matrix(nrow = 0, ncol = 8)) 

# Run a for loop which runs an Anova test for a Lm for each genes expression 

# correlated to glucosinolate content and write all data outputted into a table 

# (Bn_results). 

for (i in 2:numcol){ 

  lm1 <- lm(Bn_merge$Trait~Bn_merge[,i]) 

  anova <- as.data.frame(anova(lm1)[1,]) 

  intercept = as.data.frame(coefficients(lm1))[1,1] 

  gradient = as.data.frame(coefficients(lm1))[2,1] 

  R2 <- as.data.frame(summary(lm1)$r.squared) 

  result1 <- as.data.frame(c(anova, R2, intercept, gradient)) 

  colnames(Bn_results) <- colnames(result1) 

  Bn_results <-rbind(Bn_results, result1) 

} 

# change Bn_results rownames to gene names. 

rownames(Bn_results) <- colnames(Bn_merge[,2:numcol]) 

# Label column names with what each column contains. 

colnames(Bn_results) <- c("Df", "Sum.Sq", "Mean.Sq", "F.value", "P.value",  
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                          "R2", "Intercept", "Gradient") 

 

# Determine which p-values are significantly different from the expected outcomes  

# using Car to make a qqplot.  

# Open PDF creater. 

pdf("qqplot of data.pdf") 

# Plot the QQ plot. 

qqPlot(Bn_results$P.value, cex= 0.05, xlab="Norm quantiles", ylab = "P value") 

# Close PDF plotter. 

dev.off() 

 

# Combine this dataset with the position data. 

# Begin by installing the position data.  

Bn_position <- read.delim("http://www-

users.york.ac.uk/~ah1309/BigData/data/osr_dir.txt",row.names=1) 

# Merge the position data with the results data. 

Bn_results_position <- merge(Bn_position,Bn_results, by="row.names") 

# Make gene names column names. 

colnames(Bn_results_position)[1] <- c("Gene") 

 

# Apply False Discovery Rate multiple test correction. FDR used as it is less  

# stringent so may reveal more interesting relationships with the glucosinolate 

# trait.  

# Begin by sorting the dataset so low P.values are at the top. 

Bn_res_pos_sort <- Bn_results_position[order(Bn_results_position$P.value),] 

# Create a parameter with rank of the p-value - smallest P value being 1. 
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R=nrow(Bn_res_pos_sort) 

# Add a column to the dataset with the rank of that row in.  

Bn_res_pos_sort$Rank <- 1:R 

# Apply FDR multiple test correction and insert the new adjusted P value in a 

# column - FDR. 

Bn_res_pos_sort$FDR <- Bn_res_pos_sort$P.value*(R/Bn_res_pos_sort$Rank) 

 

# Make q manhatten plot using the package qqman and using FDR that shows position 

# along the chromosome and significance of relationship with glucosinolate trait. 

# Genes which pass the significance threshold have a significant relationship. 

# Open PDF writer. 

pdf("manhatten of both chromosomes.pdf") 

# plot the manhatten plot. 

manhattan(Bn_res_pos_sort, chr="Graph", bp="Position", snp="Gene",p="FDR", 

           ylim = c(0, 4), cex = 1.1, cex.axis = 0.9,  

          col = c("grey55", "grey10"), suggestiveline = F,  

          genomewideline = -log10(0.05),  

          chrlabs = c("1", "2")) 

#close PDF tool. 

dev.off() 

 

#########################################################################

########## 

#                          Section 4: Genes of interest                           # 

#########################################################################

########## 
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# Take the significantly associated genes and combine with the nucleotide sequences 

# of these genes. 

 

# Begin by setting strings as factors as false. 

options(stringsAsFactos = FALSE) 

# Read in the sequence data for the genes. 

Bn_seqs <- read.delim("http://www-users.york.ac.uk/~ah1309/BigData/data/genes.txt") 

# Make the genes the row names. 

rownames(Bn_seqs) <-Bn_seqs$Gene 

# Subset the significant genes. 

Bn_sig <- subset(Bn_res_pos_sort$Gene, Bn_res_pos_sort$FDR<0.05) 

# Select only significant sequences and put into a new dataset. 

Bn_sig_genes<- Bn_seqs[Bn_sig,] 

# Write table with genomic information for the significant genes. 

write.table(Bn_sig_genes,"Significant genes.txt",quote = F, sep="\t",  

            row.names = FALSE) 

 

# Write a table containing all the information needed to further investigate the 

# genes associated to glucosinolate content. Create a dataset of gene name, positon 

# along chromosome,FDR and correlation between gene expression levels and  

# glucosinolate content.  

# Start by making genes row names 

rownames(Bn_res_pos_sort)<- Bn_seqs$Gene 

# Save only the columns wanted into a new dataset. 

Bn_sig_info <- Bn_res_pos_sort[Bn_sig,c(1,3,11,13)] 
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# Write a table from the dataset. 

write.table(Bn_sig_info, "Information on the signifiant genes.txt", quote=F,  

            sep="\t", row.names = FALSE) 

 

#########################################################################

########## 

#                          Section 5: Genes linked to trait                       # 

#########################################################################

########## 

 

# Further investigation found that of the genes identified, some genes have a well 

# known  

# link with glucosinolates. This section will analyse these genes which are known  

# to have a link.  

 

# Subset the linked genes. For accuracy  and due to difficulties with R this is 

# done by manually finding each gene in the already sorted dataset and subsetting. 

Bn_link <- Bn_res_pos_sort[c(1,2,10,16,22),] 

# Highlight the genes with an already known link to glucosinolate content on the  

# manhatten plot. Do this by highlighting the previously made subset. 

# Open PDF viewer. 

pdf("Manhatten plot with highlight.pdf") 

# Plot the manhatten. 

manhattan(Bn_res_pos_sort, chr="Graph", bp="Position",  

          snp="Gene",p="FDR", ylim = c(0, 4), 

          cex = 1.1, cex.axis = 0.9, col = c("grey55", "grey10"),  
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          suggestiveline = F,genomewideline = -log10(0.05),  

          xlab = "Position on Chromosome",  

          highlight = Bn_link$Gene) 

# Close PDF writer. 

dev.off() 

 

# Create a dataframe of the genes found to be linked  which is already a dataset 

# and save as a table. 

# Make the dataframe. 

Bn_link_frame <- data.frame(Bn_link) 

# Write the dataframe into a table. 

write.table(Bn_link_frame,"Interesting genes.txt",quote = F, sep="\t",  

            row.names = FALSE) 

 

# Create a graphs investigating the correlation between expression levels and  

# glucosinolate content for each of the genes found to have a link. This is to 

# visualise and better understand the # relationship between the Gene and the 

# glucosinolate content.  

# Create a subset of the linked genes. 

Bn_merge_link_col <- subset.data.frame(Bn_merge, select =  

                                  (c("Trait","A_JCVI_40613","A_JCVI_16890", 

                                     "A_JCVI_5227","A_JCVI_31290","A_JCVI_33047"))) 

# Give each Gene a color in the table, again using the color range earlier made.  

# Start by finding data length. 

dim(Bn_merge_link_col) 

# [1] 53  6 
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# 53 long - give every point a colour value (range split 53 ways). 

Bn_merge_link_col$Col <- pal(53) 

# Define where the for loop will stop 

n_col <- ncol(Bn_merge_link_col) 

# Run a for loop to create and save the graphs as PDFs, each with unique names.  

for (i in 2:(n_col-1)){ 

  pdf(paste("RPKMof",Bn_link$Gene[(i-1)],".pdf", sep="")) 

  print(ggplot(Bn_merge_link_col, aes(Bn_merge_link_col[,i],Trait))+ 

    geom_point(col=Bn_merge_link_col$Col)+ 

    stat_smooth(method = "lm", se= FALSE, col="grey10", size=1)+ 

    theme_classic()+ 

    ylab("Glucosinolates (%)")+ 

    xlab(paste("RPKM of", Bn_link$Gene[(i-1)]))) 

  dev.off() 

} 

 

# Plot the gradient and the position on the chromosome to attempt to identify any  

# clusters in the genome and whether the clusters tend to contain positively  

# affecting genes or negatively affecting genes. 

# Subset all the information needed from the significant genes. 

Bn_sig_full <- subset(Bn_res_pos_sort, Bn_res_pos_sort$FDR<0.05) 

# Open PDF saver. 

pdf("Possible clusters in the genome.pdf") 

# Plot the significant genes in black and the Significant genes with known link in 

# green and highlight possible clustered regions. Horizontal line makes  

# distinguishing positive and negative easier.  
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ggplot(Bn_sig_full, aes(Position, Gradient))+ 

  geom_point(data = Bn_sig_full, aes( col="Significant gene")) +  

  annotate("segment", x=0, xend=8000, y=0, yend=0)+ 

  geom_point(data =Bn_link, 

              aes(col="Significant gene with known glucosinolate link"))+ 

  annotate("rect", xmin = 860, xmax = 1205, ymin = -9.5, ymax = 36, alpha = .3,  

           fill ="grey40")+ 

  annotate("text", x=750, y=39, label="Possible clusters", size=3.2)+ 

  theme_classic()+ 

  scale_color_manual(values=c("Significant gene"="black",  

                    "Significant gene with known glucosinolate link"="green"))+ 

  theme(legend.position = c(0.65,0.8), 

        legend.background = element_rect(linetype = 1, size = 0.5, colour = 1))+ 

  annotate("rect", xmin = 200, xmax = 1300, ymin = -10.5,  

           ymax = 37, alpha = .3, fill ="grey50")+ 

  xlab("Position along chromosome")+ 

  ylab("Gradient of correlation line") 

# Close the PDF writer.  

dev.off() 

 

# Write a table containing just the smaller hypothetical cluster for durther 

# analysis.Begin by removing all other genes too large. 

Bn_semi_clust <- subset(Bn_sig_full,Bn_sig_full$Position < 1205) 

# Then filter out the genes too small. 

Bn_clust <- subset(Bn_semi_clust$Gene, Bn_semi_clust$Position > 860) 

# Combine with sequence information for the genes in this region.  
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Bn_clust_seq<- Bn_seqs[Bn_clust,] 

# Write the cluster and sequence dataset into a table. 

write.table(Bn_clust_seq,"Possible cluster.txt",quote = F, sep="\t",  

            row.names = FALSE) 

 

# Plot the mean RPKM for each significant gene with a known link so as to compare 

# expression 

# levels between these genes and identify if any are significantly different.  

# Create a dataframe of the column means and the genes of these significant genes 

# with a known 

# link. Begin by again subsetting the genes with a link. 

Bn_merge_link_2 <- subset.data.frame(Bn_merge, select =  

                                     (c("Trait","A_JCVI_40613","A_JCVI_16890", 

                                        "A_JCVI_5227","A_JCVI_31290", 

                                        "A_JCVI_33047"))) 

# Remove the Trait data as not needed.  

Bn_link_col_means <- data.frame(colMeans(Bn_merge_link_2[,-1])) 

# Make a column of all the gene names and read this information in. 

Bn_link_col_means$Gene <- rownames(Bn_link_col_means) 

# Rename the first column to make data analysis easier.  

colnames(Bn_link_col_means)[1] <- "colMeans" 

# Give each mean a color in the table. Need to know dimentions first. 

dim(Bn_link_col_means) 

# [1]  5  2 

# 5 rows in the table so split scale by 6 and give every mean a color. 

Bn_link_col_means$Col <- pal(5) 
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# Open PDF writer. 

pdf("mean RPKM of linked genes.pdf") 

# Plot the barplot. 

ggplot(Bn_link_col_means, aes(y=colMeans, x=Gene))+ 

  geom_bar(stat="identity", fill=Bn_link_col_means$Col, color= "grey31")+ 

  theme_classic()+ 

  xlab("Gene")+ 

  ylab("RPKM")+  

  scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0,0)) 

# Stop writing PDF. 

dev.off() 

 

#########################################################################

########## 

#                          Section 6: Statistical tests                           # 

#########################################################################

########## 

 

# Test if the significant genes with a known link have significantly different RPKM 

 

# create a dataset ready to be made tidy, remove glucosinolate data. Data needs 

# tidying so statistical tests can be carried out on it.  

# Start by subsetting the useful genes into a fresh dataset.  

Bn_merge_link <- subset.data.frame(Bn_merge, select =  

                                         (c("Trait","A_JCVI_40613","A_JCVI_16890", 

                                            "A_JCVI_5227","A_JCVI_31290", 
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                                            "A_JCVI_33047"))) 

Bn_tidy_prep <- Bn_merge_link[,-1] 

# Create a row with the line information. 

Bn_tidy_prep$Line <- rownames(Bn_tidy_prep) 

# Make the dataset tidy - columns of gene and line with the expression data sorted 

# into these columns. Tidr package used to do this.  

Bn_tidy <- gather(Bn_tidy_prep,key = Gene, value = Expression, -Line) 

# Remove the Line data as not needed. 

Bn_tidy <- Bn_tidy[,-1] 

 

# Test if the dataset is normal. 

tapply(Bn_tidy$Expression,Bn_tidy$Gene, shapiro.test) 

# Only 1 gene was normal so test non-parameterically. 

# Apply a kruskal-wallis test to the dataset. 

kruskal.test(Bn_tidy$Gene,Bn_tidy$Expression) 

# Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test 

# data:  Bn_tidy$Gene and Bn_tidy$Expression 

# Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 262.11, df = 245, p-value = 0.2161 

# no signicant affect of gene on expression levels, post hoc test to see if any 

# specific genes had significant differences. Use pgirmess package for this.  

kruskalmc( Bn_tidy$Expression,Bn_tidy$Gene, probs =0.05) 

# The significant differences are:  

# A_JCVI_16890-A_JCVI_31290, A_JCVI_16890-A_JCVI_40613, 

# A_JCVI_16890-A_JCVI_5227, A_JCVI_31290-A_JCVI_33047,  

# A_JCVI_31290-A_JCVI_40613,A_JCVI_31290-A_JCVI_5227, 

# A_JCVI_33047-A_JCVI_5227 
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# Plot graph showing which genes are significantly different.  

# Open PDF writer. 

pdf("mean RPKM of linked genes with significance labelled.pdf") 

# Plot the barplot with NS labelled. 

ggplot(Bn_link_col_means, aes(y=colMeans, x=Gene))+ 

  geom_bar(stat="identity", fill=Bn_link_col_means$Col, color= "grey31")+ 

  theme_classic()+ 

  xlab("Gene")+ 

  ylab("RPKM")+  

  scale_y_continuous(expand = c(0,0))+ 

  annotate("segment", x=1, xend=2, y = 19, yend = 19)+ 

  annotate("segment", x=2, xend=2, y = 19, yend = 18.5)+ 

  annotate("segment", x=1, xend=1, y = 19, yend = 18.5)+ 

  annotate("text", x=1.5, y = 19.2, label ="*", size=5)+ 

  annotate("segment", x=2, xend=3, y = 20, yend = 20)+ 

  annotate("segment", x=3, xend=3, y = 19.5, yend = 20)+ 

  annotate("segment", x=2, xend=2, y = 19.5, yend = 20)+ 

  annotate("text", x=2.5, y = 20.2, label ="*", size=5)+ 

  annotate("segment", x=2, xend=4, y = 21, yend = 21)+ 

  annotate("segment", x=4, xend=4, y = 20.5, yend = 21)+ 

  annotate("segment", x=2, xend=2, y = 20.5, yend = 21)+ 

  annotate("text", x=3, y = 21.2, label ="*", size=5)+ 

  annotate("segment", x=2, xend=5, y = 22, yend = 22)+ 

  annotate("segment", x=5, xend=5, y = 21.5, yend = 22)+ 

  annotate("segment", x=2, xend=2, y = 21.5, yend = 22)+ 
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  annotate("text", x=3.5, y = 22.2, label ="*", size=5) 

# stop writing PDF 

dev.off() 

 

 

 


